
BUILDING LONG-TERM RELATIONSHIPS 

NIGERIA TOTAL IN NIGERIA
Capital 
Abuja

Population 
158,423,000 

Surface area 
923,770 km2

Number of employees: 2,200
Marketing activities: with 511 service stations, Total is one of the  
main fuel distributors in Nigeria.
Exploration & Production activities: Total tripled its production activities 
between 2002 and 2012, and there are several ongoing projects, includ-
ing Egina (deep offshore) which is scheduled to begin production in 2018, 
OML 58 Upgrade which will increase the site’s gas production capacity from  
10 to 15 million m3 per day, and Ofon Phase 2 which is currently under 
development. A domestic gas pipeline project (NOPL) is also underway.  
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MUTUAL 
UNDERSTANDING
CHIEF ORIS UCHENDU ONYIRI IS THE LEADER OF THE EGI  
COMMUNITIES IN NIGERIA’S NIGER DELTA, WHERE TOTAL  
HAS HAD A PRESENCE SINCE 1962. HE IS THE MAIN LINK BETWEEN  
THE GROUP AND THE LOCAL POPULATION.

’m chair of the Egi People’s Assembly, which 
represents the 16 Egi communities, totaling 
more than 100,000 people. As such, I act as 
the interface between Total and the local popu-

lation. We haven’t always had a good relationship with 
Total and, in the past, there was deep mistrust between 
the two sides. This new form of dialogue is therefore 
essential.

AN ACTIVE CONTRIBUTION  
TO DEVELOPMENT
In recent years, Total has adopted a radical new 
approach. They now come to us and engage in dialogue. 
I’m happy to say that now, here in Nigeria, Total has a 
better relationship with local communities than any 
other oil company. Over the last few years we’ve come 
to understand each other. This mutual understanding 
was highlighted during the Ibewa incident* in 2012 
where we managed to retain ongoing, constructive 
communication with Total despite the problems. Total 
also makes an active contribution to our development 
in health, education and infrastructures. As well as 
building roads, a water distribution network and local 
community and health centers, the Group has also cre-
ated a gas-fired power plant which has made a real 
difference to our lives.

MUTUAL TRUST
Total is now a partner in our economic development. 
It creates jobs and has introduced training programs 
to encourage people to set up small, local businesses.  
The Group will also be providing financial support for 
a range of projects, including the creation of a palm 
oil processing center, an industrial bakery and a 
ceramics factory. The work that Total does in this 
respect is critical. As the amount of available farmland 
decreases, our communities are becoming ever more 
reliant on the industrial and economic activities that 
Total generates. One of the projects that the Group sup-
ports is very close to my heart. The Seed Multiplication 
Center is designed to guarantee food security for the 
local population. Nevertheless, the influx of migrants 
attracted by Total’s presence has caused some secu-
rity issues that we need to resolve, and there is a need 
to reduce the amount of gas being burned. Now that 
both sides trust and understand each other, the future 
looks very positive. Having said that, I’d like to see 
members of the local Rivers State population occupy-
ing management positions and local, qualified business 
owners given a greater stake in Total’s activities. 

*The incident at the Ibewa field on March 20, 2012 led to water and gas 
leaking into an uninhabited area.

 

Through its “Empowering  
the teachers” program,  
Total encourages cooperation 
between universities, with 
eight local university lecturers 
having the opportunity to train 
at Massachusetts Institute  
of Technology (see p. 8). 

Total has also introduced  
a skills-boosting training 
program aimed at young 
people from disadvantaged 
backgrounds.  
The Group provides them  
with training in their chosen 
subjects (furniture 

production, IT, etc.), gives 
them an equipment kit  
to set up their business, and 
provides a two-year financial 
support package. Fifteen 
young people benefited from 
this initiative in 2012. Since 
2006, Total has also been 

running a major anti-HIV/AIDS 
campaign, training educators 
from among service station 
personnel and conducting  
screening campaigns. 

  SOME OF TOTAL’S OTHER COMMITMENTS IN THE COUNTRY


